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awn oozes over the horizon, the sun’s rays 
lost in a grey miasma of smoke and dust. I 
have just stepped out of the plane. It is a 

cold morning in Vadodara, Gujarat. Our city bound 
bus fills with people from many parts of the world, 
who like me, have come to India for the Interna-
tional conference on Health and Human Rights. 

This is my first time here. I have been warned 
that nothing prepares you for India. Indeed, as 
we drive towards the city I catch a glimpse of the 
squalor and chaos. A shantytown of plywood, plastic 
and rusted iron spreads into the haze. Destitute 
people are sitting around fires warming themselves. 
I feel tired and disoriented. I have heard that India 
is as challenging as it is rewarding for a traveler; that 
it is a country where you cannot just sit back and 
observe because India demands reaction. Soon I 
will need to get out of the air-conditioned bus and 
deal with it. Leaving my bag in the hotel I decide to 
go for a morning wander. 

The hotel is in the centre of town, near the 
university and the mosque. The streets are teeming 
with people. Taxis, rickshaws, bicycles, cows and cars 
all vie for road space. The smell of dust and smoke 
is overpowering and traffic horns almost honk me 
out of my senses. The city appears to be rich with 
history. Many buildings are blackened by dirt and 
damp, and the effects of the earthquake that shook 
the city in 2001 are still visible. 

The conference, which opened on 2 February, 
has been organised by the International Society for 
Health and Human Rights. It has brought together 
human rights advocates, researchers and academ-
ics from many countries around the world. During 
the next three days they will share experiences and 
knowledge, and compare notes and research find-
ings about the impact of organized violence on 
health and human rights.  

DA week in Western 
India debating 

about health and 
human rights was 

a truly inspiring 
experience. 

OLGA YOLDI writes. 
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The Chairperson, Nora Sveaas opens the 
conference with an act of commemoration for 
the victims of the tsunami. “This disaster reminds 
us just too brutally about the vulnerability of 
human life,” she says. Nora highlights the need 
to exchange expertise across agencies.

With 40 million people affected by war, 
torture and suffering from permanent scars, it 
is difficult to tell whether there have been any 
significant advances in the area of human rights. 
At the dawn of the 21st century, endless conflicts 
continue to destroy communities, causing loss 
of life, mass displacement and the shattering of 
trust. Rebuilding communities in the aftermath 
of a conflict is always a challenge and part of the 
conference is dedicated to exploring appropriate 
ways to assist survivors to rebuild their lives, often 
in the midst of chaos and anarchy.

“Since most conflicts are fought within the 
borders of a nation they leave in the aftermath 
deeply divided societies,” says psychologist, Dr 
Michael Wessells. “As a result, cultural patterns 
are destroyed and with them those aspects that 
give support and meaning to people’s lives.”

According to Dr Wessells, in many African 
and Asian societies the most painful wounds are 
spiritual and collective wounds, which Western 
analysts frequently overlook. The best way to 
help communities recover is by using indigenous 
ways of promoting healing outside narratives that 
come from Western models. “The Western idea 
based on the autonomous individual, the notion 
of the self being different is a Western concept. 
In many societies the self exists if it connects with 
others,” he adds. 

When the conflict ends sometimes people 
who have killed are unable to return to their 
communities and suffer from social exclusion and 
marginalisation. According to Dr Wessells, there 
is a need to foster reconciliation through the use 
of traditional justice systems. “Healing rituals are 
key psychosocial supports that aid community 
reintegration and resilience… In Sierra Leone, 
it was the purification rituals carried out by the 
elders on child soldiers that enabled these to 
return to their communities,” he explains. He 
recommends a holistic approach, a combina-
tion of healing, reconciliation and physical and 
economic development.

While the challenges of transition from war 
to peace are fraught with difficulties, becoming 
a refugee in a radically different culture can be 
a daunting experience. With 25 million refugees 
in the world today, many face an uncertain future 
in the countries of asylum. They struggle to build 
a new life and adapt to a new culture, while trau-

matic memories of the past often continue to 
haunt them. “Refugees have always existed and, as 
such, present enduring and recurrent problems 
to the host country,” says Professor of Psychiatry 
Derek Silove. “Firstly, refugees have been used by 
host countries as advisors, double agents, negoti-
ators, slaves, indentured servants and prostitutes. 
Second, refugees are often Janus-faced towards 
their host country. Seen as victims and heroes as 
well as intruders and leeches, this view of refugees 
reflects attitudes of ambivalence among those 
responsible for them in the host country.” 

Derrick Silove, from the University of NSW, 
focuses on the ecosocial and evolutionary frame-
work for understanding posttraumatic stress. 
He says that emerging studies suggest that the 
capacity to recover for refugees is strong, that 
there is a strong tendency for early posttraumatic 
stress reactions to resolve, but only if the social 
conditions are favourable, that is, when genuine 
peace and stability are achieved, when family 
disruptions are addressed, conditions of justice 
are established and when people have roles and 
futures. In the absence of these conditions, many 
more will continue to suffer ongoing posttrau-
matic stress disorder, grief and other conditions. 

Silove indicates that a small and significant 
percentage (1-2 percent) of refugees exposed 
to multiple traumatic events tend to develop 
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and when 
viewed in terms of the total population of people 
displaced worldwide by war and persecution 
(some 40 million), this amounts to a substantial 
group requiring help to overcome the impact of 
trauma on their lives.

“Trauma is not an event but an experience 
that lives in the body,” says psychologist Amber 
Elizabeth Gray, who assists survivors of torture and 
trauma in the US and Haiti. “After a body regis-
ters a traumatic experience it activates its own 
processes of returning back to a state of balance 
and equilibrium. If this is not possible, the trauma 
continues to reside in the body and informs and 
shapes the individuals’ perceptions and experi-
ences.” Gray explains the ways in which she assists 
survivors in reconnecting with their own bodies 
and minds through the perspectives of somatic 
(body centred) psychology dance and movement 
therapy. Gray speaks about the inherent wisdom 
of the body, “the body is a powerful resource in 
moving through trauma,” she says. She explains 
how this somatic approach to psychotherapy can 
reinstate pleasure, freedom, spontaneity and play 
to a frozen nervous system.  

 A number of speakers stressed that without 
social and political stability, recovery will not be 
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possible. Concerns were raised about the current 
policies of deterrence implemented by some 
governments that are increasingly threatening 
the safety and security of asylum seekers who are 
as a result forced to live in a permanent state of 
insecurity. 

A major development in the conference was 
the shifting of focus from communities affected 
by conflicts to countries facing poverty. “Large 
scale poverty in the developing countries is a 
major threat to human rights,” says Vikram Patel, 
a mental health professional from the London 
School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine. “There 
is a common perception that mental health prob-
lems are a problem of the rich. The poor had no 
time to become depressed, but hunger, indebted-
ness, unsafe living conditions, lack of health care 
and social insecurity are responsible for a growing 
incidence of mental disorders.”  According to 
Vikram, suicide rates are rising in vulnerable 
groups around the world. “Suicide is the biggest 
cause of death among young Chinese women. 
Many suicides of farmers in Central India were 
affected by despair because of drought and lack 
of access to credit.” Vikram spoke of the need to 
include mental illness in health programs target-
ing people living in poverty.  “We need reforms in 
mental health hospitals and traditional healing 
centres, and national campaigns to raise mental 
health literacy … Advocacy on the lines of HIV/
AIDS would be ideal to remove the stigma, while 
training to develop community healers is also 
necessary,” he adds. 

Many speakers agreed that the human rights 
of the mentally ill across the world have been 
abused. “There has been much improvement in 
the quality of care, but psychiatric hospitals still 
resemble prisons where patients live for long 
periods of their lives without adequate treat-
ment.  Stigma lives at the heart of the failure of 
the medical profession or the community to take 

notice,” Vikram says. 
Dr Abd-Ul-Amir, a psychiatrist from Iraq, 

tells the audience about the abuses commit-
ted against mental health patients during the 
Saddam Hussein regime. “During the 1980s and 
1990s only a few psychiatrists in Iraq slipped away 
from military service. Those who worked for the 
Iraqi military psychiatric services, including me, 
can speak now about the stain of abuse during 
that period.” 

I have an opportunity to speak to Dr Ul-
Amir after his presentation. He is a professor of 
Psychiatry at Babylon University where he teaches 
human rights and mental health. This is his first 
time at an international conference because 
during Saddam’s regime health professionals 
were not allowed to attend international forums, 
or liaise with other professionals outside Iraq.

 Dr Ul-Amir speaks slowly, making frequent 
pauses. He describes horrific stories of abuse and 
deprivation. “In Iraq, people with disabilities were 
exposed to electric shocks to prove their disabil-
ity. Epileptic patients were deliberately deprived 
of their drugs, and many psychiatric patients 
were given electro-convulsive therapy. Soldiers 
who showed symptoms of stress were punished 
because they were sick. Patients affected by 
substance abuse or personality disorders were 
also given electro-convulsive therapy on purpose 
to damage them.” 

He recalls a time during the US invasion 
when all guards and carers fled the only psychiat-
ric hospital in Baghdad. Strangers came into the 
hospital and raped some patients. Abandoned to 
their own fate, the ill stayed; they couldn’t take 
medication, eat or drink for six days and as a 
result about 400 died. “The Minister for Health 
warned us all not to mention anything to the 
media,” he says. 

According to Dr Ul-Amir, mental health has 
deteriorated since the US invaded Iraq because 
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the living conditions have worsened. “Years of 
repression have left a mark on the collective 
unconscious, but at the moment there is a deep 
fear of violence, particularly of suicide bombs, 
and the Iraqi people feel the coalition forces are 
not protecting them.”

A number of speakers from different coun-
tries raise concerns about the progressive deterio-
ration in the quality of public health for the poor 
in developing countries. Several speakers say there 
is a desperate need for psychiatrists and nurses 
in developing countries, but many health profes-
sionals, lured by better salaries, prefer to work in 
Europe and the US where there is great demand 
for them. “Exporting doctors and nurses overseas 
has had a detrimental effect on an already fragile 
public health system,” says a representative from 
the Philippines Human Rights Education Centre. 
This is exacerbated by a decreasing commitment 
from governments to maintaining health services 
for the poor. 

While I attend the different workshops and 
listen to speakers describe the impact of organ-
ized violence on health, I cannot help but wonder 
if anything has really changed since the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights was proclaimed in 
1948. Today torture is being practiced in over 
150 countries worldwide, and mass violence and 
warfare continue to be among the most common 
causes of death and disability. On the other hand, 
protecting civilians is becoming increasingly 
difficult because in the chaos of war the distinc-
tion between perpetrators and victims becomes 
blurred. 

“Why is there so much inhumanity?” someone 
asks. “Why are human rights still systematically 
violated?” Professor of philosophy Ponty Venter 
attributes it to a failure in the development 
process. “In developing countries the transition 
from traditional to modern societies is rarely 
peaceful ” he says. “The shift from tradition to 
modernity creates a collapse of confidence, a loss 
of dignity and cultural alienation. Suddenly the 
culture that develops as a result of this transfor-
mation is alien to people. They don’t understand 
when government representatives talk about 
interest rates or inflation,” he says. 

“When people know about human rights, 
human rights are ensured,” one of the key speak-
ers says. “There is a need to raise awareness of 
the meaning and value of human rights. There 
is a need to educate the police and the judiciary. 
Governments should promote human rights,” 
she says.   

But Jace Pillay, a professor of Education 
from South Africa, says it is the responsibility of 

individuals, groups and communities to contrib-
ute to social transformation. “In South Africa the 
government has done what it could in terms of 
passing the right legislation, but at the end of the 
day it is up to people to make the real changes,” 
he says. “Even though the government has passed 
legislation against discrimination, human rights 
continue to be violated.”  

A good example of the South African govern-
ment’s efforts to promote human rights has been 
the creation of the Manifesto on Education for 
South African Schools. “We want to make it part 
of the school curriculum so that every teacher 
becomes trained and skilled in teaching values in 
human rights to his students … If we can instill 
these values on the young there is hope for the 
future in South Africa,” Pillay says.

The theme of reconciliation features promi-
nently all throughout the conference. I have an 
opportunity to speak to both Pillay and Venter 
about the South African experience. While 
both of them acknowledge Mandela’s role in 
the reconciliation process, they feel ambivalent 
about the process and the outcomes. “How do 
you change the values entrenched in the apart-
heid system?” asks Pillay. “Blacks have internal-
ized inferiority, while whites have internalized 
superiority. Suddenly for them to understand 
we are equals is not an easy thing. People don’t 
change immediately,” he says.  “If the government 
had gone about prosecuting the leaders of the 
past in a vindictive and revengeful way, reconcili-
ation would have failed” says Venter.  “You cannot 
put a general of an army in front of a court if 
he is worshipped by certain people, then you are 
actually inviting more violence and alienation,” 
he says. “I felt disappointed that a man like PW 
Botha was not brought before a court of justice, 
but if we had succeeded in prosecuting that man, 
we would had just made a hero out of him and 
he would have got a following which he didn’t 
deserve.”

After long days of intense discussions and 
debates, in the evening we have an opportunity 
to relax while we taste the different varieties of 
Indian food, listen to speakers and watch folk-
loric dances from Gujarat. The folklore and folk 
culture of  Gujarat can be traced to the mythol-
ogy of Krishna, an incarnation of the god Vishnu. 
Dances in honour of Krishna have survived in the 
form of the popular folk dance the ‘garba’ and 
we watched the different varieties of this acro-
batic dance. In spite of the bitter cold, there is 
something magic about those nights: the atmos-
phere, the conversations, the lights, the food, the 
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music and the colours make it a unique experi-
ence. One night a magician from Rajasthan joins 
us. This is a magician unlike anyone I have seen 
before. He works while he sings and performs the 
most amazing feats. I am drawn to him, totally 
fascinated by his body language and the unpre-
dictability of his tricks.

As the conference draws to an end follow-
ing three days of presentations and discussions, 
the final presentation is given by a group of four 
local community workers from a non-govern-
ment organization that operates in Vadodara 
called ‘Identity’. They assist Muslim women and 
children recover from the trauma of the commu-
nal violence that erupted in Gujarat three years 
ago, leaving hundreds of people dead and many 
more traumatised. 

Gujarat has a history of communal conflict. 
In 2002 violence started when fifty-nine passen-
gers, including many women and children, died 
in a fire in a compartment of a train. Officials 
ascribed the fire to a planned attack by Muslims 
on Hindus who were traveling by train. In the 
following days and weeks, Hindu mobs targeted 
members of the Muslim minority. According 
to official sources 762 people died, but human 
rights groups believe that over 2000 people, 
mostly Muslims were killed. A large number of 
the victims were women and children. Local 
investigators have stated that between 250 and 
330 women victims were among the dead but 
exact numbers for all the incidents are not availa-
ble. Many Muslim women were sexually violated, 
gang raped or mutilated.

According to Amnesty International, Muslim 
girls and women were targeted not only because 
they were members of the Muslim community, 
but specifically because they were the biological 
and cultural reproducers of their communities 
and the transmitters of culture. The perpetra-
tors were members of the Hindutva, the politi-

cal ideology of an exclusively Hindu state, which 
portrays Muslims and other non-Hindus as hostile 
to Hindu India. Proponents of Hindutva have 
not only called for the elimination of Muslims 
from India but also defined women’s bodies as 
the battleground on which the struggle to estab-
lish a Hindu state was to be carried out. Accord-
ing to Amnesty International, the government 
of Gujarat not only failed to prevent crimes and 
ensure those responsible were brought to justice, 
but it also failed to maintain strict neutrality with 
regard to the violence.

Members of “Identity” spoke of the trauma 
caused by these events on the lives of many women 
and children and provided a feminist analysis of 
the philosophy of their service and the ideology 
that supports and inspires their work with the 
community, which is often carried out in condi-
tions of poverty and hardship. They spoke of the 
challenges of working with homeless children 
and women who had almost given up on hope. 
They believe political engagement is vital to their 
work because without justice and social transfor-
mation, no inner transformation can take place. 
Their presentation was so inspiring that they 
received a standing ovation.    

Early in the morning in my last day in Vado-
dara I decide to explore areas of the city I haven’t 
yet been to. It is a beautiful morning; the streets 
are not too crowded. The city is slowly coming 
to life. The magical swirl of colour and life, the 
mosque and minarets, the early morning chime of 
the temple bells make this place unlike anywhere 
I have ever seen before. After a week  here, I have 
become used to it and I feel I am not ready to 
leave. Many people must be only too happy to 
escape back to a safer world, where things move 
at a different pace. But nobody leaves India 
unchanged. I now understand why quite a few 
never leave at all.


